Deal
Management

Features
Gain visibility into demand

Model N’s Deal Management solution allows
you to take control of direct and channel sales
opportunities anticipating shifts in direct and
channel business in global markets.

Reduce quote cycle time
Eliminate upfront
customer discounting
Avoid bidding against yourself

Solution Benefits
Create Quote and Generate Quote Response
Create spot buy, budgetary, and channel quotes for both direct
and extended sales organizations. Generate customer specific
quote responses in real time based on price lists and pricing rules.

Approve Quotes and Contracts
Evaluate and approve escalated quote and contract proposals based
on prior pricing history and related end-customer opportunities and
design activities.

Convert Quote to Order or Debit
Convert channel or broken cost quotes to debits to be reconciled
in other Revenue Management applications.

Ensure Contract Compliance
Create contracts with sophisticated pricing tiers that can be tied to
transactional activity for management and compliance tracking. Convert
spot buy quotes to order requests and integrates to ERP systems.
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Transaction management
Ensure correct, customer
specific pricing
Reduce price erosion

Model N has become a
true value to the individual
sales person. It helps them
do their job faster, better,
more efficiently, and more
effectively. They like it, and
that’s really significant.”

nt

Mitch Little,
Senior Vice President, Worldwide Client
Engagement, Microchip Technology
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dramatically reduce quote cycle time and the
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through enforcement of pricing policies and the
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business and conversion rules
to enable sales teams to quickly respond to market
conditions and competitive prices and changes
in demand.
Intelligent Quotes brings real-time, operational
business intelligence, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning (ML) to the quoting process
for improved win rates and competitive quotes.
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